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 Hamlet's soliloquy, in the play, is a monologue in which the Prince thinks aloud. In many ways, it resembles "aloud poetry" as it
is sometimes known, in which a person who is speaking alone in a room writes a poem, such as a sonnet, and speaks the poem to
the listener, in this case his soul (or ghost). Although the scene is a soliloquy, "it's a highly resonant piece of dialogue – it's not

monologue. It's Shakespeare's most complex use of dramatic dialogue." Synopsis In the play, King Hamlet is sitting at the court.
He is in deep contemplation and thinks aloud to himself. He thinks that he will lose his beloved sister (her name has been

revealed to the audience, Ophelia) if he does not take revenge on his uncle (he believes that his uncle has committed murder).
He is now convinced that he has found the right way of killing his uncle. He sends to his adviser, Horatio, to tell him what he
plans. Horatio tells him that although the advice was good, and he should definitely avenge his uncle's murder, it was too late,

his sister had already died. Characters King Hamlet, prince of Denmark Claudius, prince of Denmark Polonius, chief councillor
to the king Laertes, son of Polonius Ophelia, Hamlet's sister Horatio, friend of Hamlet Marcellus, friend of Hamlet Barnardo,

friend of Hamlet Francisco, friend of Hamlet Notes Category:Hamlet (play) Category:Plays by William Shakespeare
Category:1601 plays Category:British plays Category:Ghost playsPages March 18, 2011 In the News: Obama's Get-Tough New

Rules for GM Written by James R. Granger, Jr. The U.S. government, and particularly the Obama administration, are now going
to get involved in the U.S. auto sector. On Monday, the Washington Post reported that President Barack Obama is planning to

announce new restrictions on General Motors and Chrysler that would force the companies to retool their product lines and their
"operating procedures" and to "lay off hundreds of thousands of workers." This is "the most comprehensive action since the so-

called bailout of the two companies in 2008," and it means " 82157476af
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